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Understanding DevOps and DevSecOps is important for every software engineer. DevOps
practices require knowledge of the environment in which an application is to be run. In the
modern world, this means knowledge of virtualization, containers, networking, the cloud, and
security techniques for the internet. A software engineer should also know about microservices,
configuration management, the deployment pipeline, monitoring and post production, incident
handling, disaster recovery, and how to develop secure applications. These topics, and more,
are all covered in this book. The book includes exercises and discussion questions to facilitate
classroom or group learning.

"At its heart, Where the Children Take Us is a love letter to the author’s mother, in all her strength
and determination." -- Booklist"Asher delivers a well-written chronicle of absolute determination
and familial devotion. A wholly inspiring portrait of an extraordinary immigrant family." -- Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)An inspirational story of resilience that will appeal to readers interested
in memoir, parenting, mid-20th century Nigerian and British history, and actor Chiwetel Ejiofor. --
Library Journal“A deeply moving and riveting memoir. The courage and resilience displayed by
Zain Asher's mother leave a lasting impression, and offer valuable lessons for raising a family no
matter the circumstances." -- Arianna Huffington, Founder & CEO, Thrive Global“This powerful
and beautiful memoir has so many of the aspects of life we relate to, sincerely appreciate, and
remind us of the depths of our humanity. Overcoming tragedy, the strength in family, and the
unstoppable spirit of a mother who made the greatest sacrifice to better the lives of her
children.” -- Common, Academy Award and Grammy Award winning actor/rapper, and New York
Times bestselling author“A heartwarming love letter to a mother who miraculously pushes
through tragedy to steer her children toward their seemingly impossible dreams, through a
methodology all her own.” -- Golden Globe nominated actor, David Oyelowo, Selma"An
incredible personal story of tragedy, triumph and what's possible when you persevere, while
keeping a firm hold on who you are and where you come from." -- Don Cheadle, award-winning
actor, producer, and director --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorZain Ejiofor Asher was born to first-generation Nigerian parents in South London. She
was raised by her mother after losing her father in a tragic car accident when she was just 5. A
graduate of Oxford University and Columbia University, she is currently the anchor of One World
with Zain Asher on CNN International. Ejiofor Asher's brothers are Oscar-nominated actor
Chiwetel Ejiofor, successful entrepreneur Obinze. Her sister Kandibe is a medical doctor. She is
passionate about her family, career, and being of service. She lives in New York City with her
husband and two sons. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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to DevOps16.3 Evolution of DevOps16.3.1 Market, Tool, and Vendor Evolution16.3.2 Domain
Specific Problem Areas16.4 Keeping upAuthorsPreface to 2nd EditionThe first edition of this
book has been used as a textbook for a course in DevOps engineering targeted at first year
graduate students. This use exposed several flaws in the first edition. One significant flaw was
that there was no overall discussion of DevOps and the problems that DevOps is intended to
solve. Without this understanding, the motivation for some of the DevOps processes is more
difficult to understand. The 2nd edition adds a chapter called “What is DevOps?’ that puts the
technical activities in context and includes a comparison of DevOps processes to Agile
processes.A second flaw is the unevenness of background of the students. Questions about
how VMs boot, what is the difference between stateful and stateless computation are common.
The 2d edition has two introductory chapters – one for the platform and one for DevOps where
material known to some students and not to others is located. As a student, you should look at
the topics in these introductory chapters and decide whether they can be skipped. As an
instructor, you will have to judge the background of your students to decide which of this material
you should cover.New material in this edition includes a broader treatment of DevOps including
DevSecOps, service meshes, chaos engineering, and a better treatment of version skew. The
discussion of Kubernetes for orchestration and the use of a service mesh are much improved.
Measurement is treated separately in Part I. Not only logging and metrics but tracing and spans
are introduced as end-to-end measurement methods.Part II introduces DevOps and includes a
new chapter on the future as well as extending the material in the first edition. Vault is described
as a method for managing credentials. The discussion on postproduction has been extended to
include site reliability engineering.Writing a second edition necessitates re-reading the first
edition and several terminological inconsistencies were discovered. These, hopefully, have been
removed or clarified. A glossary has been added to the beginning of each chapter that gives
fundamental terms and their definitions. This should reduce the number of terminological
problems the students have.The first edition had many virtues as well as the defects mentioned.
It was focused on DevOps engineering and the associated concepts rather than being tool
specific. DevOps tools were treated as a class and their principles emphasized. Hopefully, the
2nd edition retains those virtues.The instructor’s slides for this book can be found at https://
github.com/len-bass/dosebookPreface to the first editionThree recent trends are dramatically
extending the responsibilities of software engineers and, hence, the requisite skill set. The
widespread adoption of the cloud is one of these trends. Software engineers need to be familiar
with virtualization both of hardware and operating systems, with how networks work, and with
managing failure in the cloud, scaling, and load balancing.Driven by the adoption of the cloud,
release cycles have shortened dramatically. It is no longer sufficient to release once a quarter.
Monthly, weekly, daily, and hourly releases are common with the release time dependent more
on business considerations than on technical ones. Short release cycles are supported by the
migration to microservices, the proliferation of tools for a deployment pipeline, and by the growth



of container orchestration tools. Yet rapid release cycles also depend on architectural decisions
and disciplined use of the available tools.Today, a software engineer is often expected to be
responsible for their portion of the system during creation, deployment, and execution. This,
together with the architecture of the cloud, requires an engineer to understand operations
concepts such as business continuity and incident handling. They also must understand
logging, monitoring, and alerts.A software engineer, typically, learns this material on the job,
requiring much work going through blogs, tutorials, and system documentation. This is a difficult
and time-consuming process. Some organizations have training courses for new hires where an
organization’s specific processes and tools are covered. Usually, however, these courses do not
provide a broad context for the processes and tools.This book is aimed at software engineers
(and prospective software engineers) who are juniors/seniors or first-year graduate students in
computer science or software engineering. It provides the context within which modern
engineers work and the skills necessary to operate within that context.This book also supports
the teaching of this material by an instructor. Each chapter discusses the theory associated with
its topics and then has hands-on exercises to apply the theory. There are also discussion
questions that can be answered in a classroom setting or in discussion groups to enable the
students to gain a better understanding of the theory and its implications. The modular nature of
the presentation of the material makes it easy to skip sections that cover familiar material.Our
goal in this book, admittedly ambitious, is to distill the knowledge required of modern software
engineers beyond programming languages and a three-tiered architecture. We cover six major
topics: Virtualization and the cloud, networks and distribution, microservice architecture,
deployment, security, and operations including business continuity and monitoring. We make no
claim that the reader of this book will emerge as an expert in any of these areas, but they will
have a basic understanding of the topics and some hands-on exercises to cement this
understanding. This provides the basis for an engineer to become productive in an
organizational setting more quickly.Since the beginning of computer science education, there
has been a debate about the extent to which a student should understand what is below a given
level of abstraction. Higher level languages mask machine language–how much does the
student need to know about machine language? Optimizing compilers mask certain
reorganizations of computation–how much does the student need to know about these
reorganizations? Java masks memory allocation–how much does the student need to know
about memory allocation? And so on. In almost every case, the answer has been some, but not
too much.This is the view we are taking in this book. The software engineer needs to know
something about virtualization, networking, the cloud, and the other topics we cover, but they do
not need to know the gritty details. Computer science and software engineering curricula have
courses in distributed networks (the cloud), security, and software architecture. These courses
go into more detail than the typical software engineer needs. This leaves a gap that we are
attempting to fill with this book. Enough knowledge of these topics for the software engineer but
not so much knowledge that an engineer is overwhelmed.Introduction to Part 1: The Platform



PerspectiveYou have just graduated and started a new job and been given your first assignment.
Your company is running a promotion and you will write a service that calculates the discount
based on a set of rules involving other customer purchases and the organization’s loyalty
program. You breathe a sigh of relief; it doesn’t look too hard, maybe a little complicated to
understand the discount rules, but certainly manageable. Then your manager says: “You should
probably set the scaling rules at 5 seconds, allocate a new VM at 80% utilization, and keep your
service stateless. Also, when you containerize your service, use our private Docker repository
and not the public Docker Hub. After you generate SSH keys, send your public key to Mary and
she’ll put it on our DMZ servers. I’ve got to run–over the weekend, we had a spike in IDS alarms
that I need to review.”Huh? If these instructions are bewildering, then Part 1 is for you. Part 1
describes the cloud as a platform for development and focuses on those things that are out of
your control as a developer. Today’s developers need to understand much more than
programming languages and business rules. The widespread adoption of cloud computing
means that your organization is probably utilizing a large, distributed network for its basic
computing platform. This platform can be public or private, but in either case a developer needs
to understand enough about virtualization and distributed computing to operate effectively in this
environment.We expect the readers of this book to have different backgrounds. Chapter 1
Platform Preliminaries covers some material that many of you will be familiar with but that some
of you will not. You should scan the topics in Chapter 1 to see whether you should read those
sections in detail.A cloud data center has tens of thousands of computers communicating over a
network and is accessible externally via the internet. A system running in the cloud ideally
acquires the resources that it needs (CPU, network, disk) for only as long as they are needed.
These resources–virtual machines or containers–run on physical machines. They are either
allocated automatically and dynamically by the system being or reserved, in advance, by the
system developer. In Chapter 2 Virtualization we introduce virtual machines. Hypervisors allow
virtual machines to share physical hardware. More recently, containers that virtualize the
operating system have been in widespread use. We introduce containers in Chapter 2 Virtual
and discuss them in more detail in Chapter 5 Container Orchestration.The physical and virtual
machines in the cloud communicate over networks–both internal to the cloud and external using
the internet. Communication over networks transmits data using messages. Two concerns
immediately arise when using messages as the communication mechanism–how the messages
are delivered to the correct recipient and what protocol is used to deliver them. By “correct
recipient,” we mean not only the virtual machine intended as the target but also the service
within that machine. Furthermore, networks have structure and sub-structure. Chapter 3
Networking is a discussion of networks.With virtualization and networks as building blocks,
Chapter 4 The Cloud discusses the cloud. We will see how the cloud allocates resources. When
tens of thousands of computers are involved, it is inevitable that some will fail, and handling
failures permeates the design of services that run on the cloud. In Chapter 4 The Cloud we
introduce the possibility of failure, which will be elaborated in future chapters. As workloads



change, virtual machines become overloaded; however, the cloud provides technology to handle
overload by distributing the load over multiple instances of a virtual machine. These instances
can be allocated dynamically: load balancers and autoscaling manage the creation and
destruction of instances. Multiple service instances and multiple clients introduce the problems
of state management and distributed coordination. We discuss the motivation for distributed
systems and explain how the complications of distributed coordination systems are hidden
behind understandable interfaces.In Chapter 5 Container Orchestration we return to containers.
Containers are managed by different mechanisms than virtual machines, although there is a
relation. Container images can be stored in a repository, container instances can be scaled
similarly to virtual machines, and containers are used in serverless architecture. All these topics
are discussed in this chapter.Systems running in the cloud must have observable
characteristics. Chapter 6 Measurement discusses the types of measurements that can be
made from a running system and how those measurements are made available to an
obsesrver.Finally, in Part 1 we discuss the basic concepts of security. In today’s environment,
security is a concern of every software engineer. Some elements of securing systems are
provided by the platform and the history of the internet. Chapter 7 Infrastructure Security
discusses these elements. We provide a brief overview of cryptography and present several
protocols and systems that use elements of cryptography to create robust, secure solutions. We
finish the chapter with a discussion of technology used to detect cyberattacks against your
virtual computers and your networks.Chapter 1 Platform PreliminariesThis chapter introduces
several concepts that are important for the remainder of the book. These concepts are in three
categories: those specific to a single physical computer such as your laptop, those related to
distributed computing, and those quality attributes that dominate the discussion of distributed
computing platforms.When you finish this chapter you will knowHow the boot process for a
computer worksHow computer resources are isolated and sharedWhat discovery, scaling,
message communication patters, and failure recovery mean in a distributed computing
systemDefinitions of performance and availability.1.1 Coming to TermsAvailability-- a
property of software that it is there and ready to carry out its task when you need it to be.BIOS,
(Basic Input/Output System,)—a computer program that is used by the CPU to perform start-up
procedures when the computer is turned on.Communication pattern- the sequence of
computers through which a message passes to reach its recipient.Component – a unit of
software that can be deployed independently.Discovery – a process that provides the mapping
between a name and its address.Message – A collection of information passed over a network
from one component to another.Operating System(OS)-- that manages , resources, and
provides common for .Performance – a component’s ability to meeting timing requirements –
either latency or throughput.Scaling – creating additional instances of a component to enhance
either performance of availability.1.2 Basic Computer ConceptsThis section will be new for some
and a review for others. We discuss how the bits in a computer can be interpreted and the
meaning of stateful and stateless. We also discuss the resources in a computer and how they



are shared.1.2.1 Bits are BitsConsider the hexadecimal number “41FC3456”. Is this an address,
an instruction, or a data item? The answer is “yes” and the use depends on context. If this
number is fetched by the processor, then it is interpreted as an instruction. This number can also
be the address of a location in memory. Finally, this number can be a data item that is read or
written to disk or a memory location.This flexibility means that, for example, a value can be read
into memory as data and be used by the Central Processing Unit (CPU) as its next instruction.
This sequence – read data and interpret it as instructions – is the basis for using virtual machine
images which we will discuss in Chapter 2 Virtualization. It is also the basis for the boot process.
During boot, a set of bits is read from a known location—persistent memory, a disk or network—
and then control is transferred to that set of bits. This boot program—Basic Input Output System
(BIOS)--then loads other software that enables your computer to execute as you expect. See
Figure 1.1 for a representation of this process.1.2.2 Stateful and StatelessFor a system to
execute it needs both instructions and data (state). A service can be either stateful – maintaining
state from one invocation to the next – or stateless – no state is maintained from one invocation
to another. Stateless services must have state to execute and this state is provided either
through input parameters or retrieved from a repository.1.2.3 Computer resourcesThere are four
basic hardware resources in a computer:Central processing unit. Modern computers have
multiple central processing units, or CPUs (and each CPU can have multiple processing cores),
and may have one or more graphics processing units (GPUs) or other special-purpose
processors, such as a tensor processing unit (TPU).Figure 1.1: The boot processMemory. The
physical computer has a fixed amount of physical memory. The contents of memory should be
assumed to be destroyed when a reboot occurs.Disk. Disks provide persistent storage for
instructions and data, across reboots and shutdowns of the computer. A physical computer has
one or more attached disks, each with a fixed amount of storage capacity. Disks can be either
rotating or solid state.Network connection. Networks were a later addition to the set of resources
of a computer, emerging in the 1970s. Today, every non-trivial physical computer has one or
more network connections through which all messages pass. These include both outbound
messages and inbound messages.These resources are managed by specialized software
called the operating system. A system acquires or accesses a resource by requesting an
operation on that resource through the operating system.1.2.4 Sharing and Isolating Computer
ResourcesIn the 1960s, the computing community was frustrated by the problem of sharing
resources such as memory, disk I/O channels, and user input devices on one host among
several independent systems. The inability to share resources meant that only one system could
be run at a time. Computers at that time cost millions of dollars and most systems used only a
fraction of the available resources, so this constraint had a significant effect on computing
costs.Several mechanisms emerged to deal with sharing. The goal of these mechanisms was to
isolate one system from another, while still sharing resources. Isolation allows developers to
write systems as if they are the only ones using the computer, while sharing resources allows
multiple systems to run on the computer at the same time. Since the systems are sharing one



physical computer with a fixed set of resources, there are limits to the illusion that isolation
creates. If, for example, one system consumes all the CPU resources, then the other systems
cannot execute. For most purposes, however, these mechanisms, with some modification, have
been sufficient.Now we turn to the isolation and sharing mechanisms.Processor sharing is
achieved through the thread-scheduling mechanism. The scheduler selects and assigns a
thread to an available processor core, and that thread maintains control until the processor core
is rescheduled. No other thread can gain control of this processor core without going through the
scheduler. Rescheduling occurs when the thread yields control of the core, when a fixed time
interval expires, or when an interrupt occurs.As systems grew, all the code and data would not fit
into physical memory and virtual memory technology emerged. This memory management
hardware partitions a process’s address space into pages, and swaps pages between physical
memory and disk storage as needed. The pages that are in physical memory can be accessed
immediately, and other pages are stored on the disk until they are needed. Every memory
reference, either a fetch or a store, is checked to see whether the referenced memory location is
currently in physical memory. If it is, then the reference proceeds. If it is not, a page-fault interrupt
is generated and the relevant page is fetched from disk and placed into memory. Then the
memory reference is repeated. This technology evolved to tag pages with the process ID,
providing isolation between processes in a host machine. Virtualization extends this tagging to
isolate memory pages between VMs in a host, and between processes within each VM.Disk
sharing and isolation are achieved using several mechanisms. First, the physical disks can be
accessed only through a disk controller that ensures that the data streams to and from each
thread are delivered in sequence. Also, the operating system may tag executing threads and
disk content such as files and directories with information such as a userid and group, and
restrict visibility or access by comparing the tags of the thread requesting access and the disk
content.Network isolation is achieved through the identification of messages. Every virtual
machine (VM) has an address used to identify messages to or from that VM. We discuss
networking in detail in Chapter 3 Networking..Memory sharing. In some cases, processes whose
address spaces are isolated from each other may wish to share information without using a disk.
Operating systems provide services that allow memory to be shared among multiple processes.
Each process accesses shared memory using a different address space and the references are
resolved through hardware mechanisms.1.3 Distributed Computing IssuesToday, most systems
execute in the Cloud. The Cloud, as we will see in Chapter 4 The Cloud, is a distributed
computing platform involving multiple computers that communicate through messages.
Distributed computing platforms have several issues that are not present in a single computing
platform. This section discusses these issues. Solutions will vary depending on how systems are
packaged and we will discuss those solutions in subsequent chapters. This section identifies the
issues so that when we come to various solutions, you will recognize them as solving problems
specific to distributed computing.A system executing in a distributed computing environment
consists of a collection of components each of which is executing on a different physical or



virtual computer. These components communicate by sending messages from one computer to
another. This basic statement – one component sends messages to another component – raises
two immediate questions--how is the recipient component identified and how does the message
arrive at the recipient?Several secondary questions arise as well. What happens when the
recipient component is overloaded with messages and how is the failure of the recipient
managed?These are some issues that must have solutions for any distributed system. We will
identify each of these issues here although the mechanisms for solution will b deferred until later
chapters.1.3.1 DiscoveryDiscovery is the process of finding an address to go with a particular
name. Components, typically, have names. Names are easier to remember than numbers. The
address of a component, however, consists of numbers. Discovery allows you to map the name
to its associated number. Discovery mechanisms are discussed in Chapter 3 Networking,
Chapter 4 The Cloud, and Chapter 5 Container Orchestration1.3.2 ScalingA request for service
from a component arrives in the form of a message. A component has limited capacity and could
get overloaded because it is asked to service more messages than it has the capacity to
process. Horizontal scaling of a component (the only type of scaling we discuss in this book) is
the process of creating additional instances of the component and distributing the messages
requesting service among these instances. One aspect of scaling is how are resources for the
new instance allocated. Scaling is discussed in Chapter 4 The Cloud and Chapter 5 Container
Orchestration.1.3.3 Message communication patternsA message sent from one service to
another must arrive at the designated recipient. Partially, this is a matter of using the correct
numeric identifier as we discussed in Section 1.3.1 Discovery but it is also a matter of passing
through intermediaries that may modify the numeric identifier in a controlled fashion. We will see
a number of these intermediaries in Chapter 3 Networking, Chapter 4 The Cloud, and Chapter 5
Container Orchestration. Each use of an intermediary determines a communication
pattern.1.3.4 Failed component recoveryAs we will discuss in Chapter 4 The Cloud, the
computers on which a component is executing may fail. We will discuss failure detection and
recovery in Chapter 4 The Cloud and Chapter 5 Container Orchestration1.4 Quality AttributesA
quality attribute is a measure of a system in some dimension. Lists of quality attributes are
extensive but for our purposes in Part I, two are important: performance and availability. Security
is also an important quality but we discuss that in detail later.1.4.2 PerformancePerformance is
a property of a component that deals with the time it takes to perform operations or its capacity
to perform operations. Two different measures of performance are relevant: latency and
throughput. Latency is how long does it take to perform an operation. The operation could be
sending a message or it could be computation. If the operation is user input, the latency until a
response is visible to the user may be called response time.Throughput is the number of
operations performed per unit time. Requests processed per second, for example. Another
example is bits transferred over a network per unit time.There is no definitive relationship
between latency and throughput. You might expect with high throughout you would get low
latency but that is not necessarily true. Latency is a function not only of throughput but also the



type of requests and the scheduling strategy used to allocate the resource being
requested.1.4.3 AvailabilityAvailability is a property of software that it is there and ready to carry
out its task when you need it to be. It is usually measured as the percentage of time a system is
available for service. You will see references to 4 9’s, for example, meaning that a system or
component is available 99.9999 percent of the time. Availability is achieved through redundancy.
A spare can be kept active in case of component failure or the spare can be activated when a
component fails. Failed component recovery– activating a spare – is an issue that must be
considered in distributed computing. The mechanisms for achieving availability of components
will be discussed in Chapter 4 The Cloud and Chapter 5 Container Orchestration.1.5
SummaryBits in a computer can be used for instructions, as an address, or as a data value.
Reads and writes are in terms of bits and the flexibility of data allows for saving and restoring
images of software.State is another term for data. A computation needs both computational
instruction and data on which to operate.Computers have four resources – processors, memory,
disks, and networks. Mechanisms exist for the isolation and sharing of these
resources.Distributed computation introduces issues of discovery, scaling, communication
patterns, and recovery.Important quality attributes are performance and availability.1.6
Exercises1 Use an operating system simulator to construct an instruction, store it in
memory, and transfer control to it.2 Create memory that is shared between two
processes.1.7 Discussion Questions1 Find a discussion of a M/M/1 queueing model.
What factors influence latency. What factors influence throughput.2 Find a discussion of the
history of virtual memory. When was the first computer built that used virtual memory? How long
did it take for a commercial virtual memory computer to become available?Chapter 2
VirtualizationMuch computing these days is done on virtual machines. Even systems such as
automobiles rely heavily on virtualization. When you finish this chapter and do the exercises, you
will understandThe goals of virtualizationHow virtualization worksThe distinction between a
virtual machine instance and a virtual machine image2.1 Coming to TermsClient--A client of
a service is another service that directly depends on the original service.Container – a container
is an executable image that packages a service and its dependent libraries.Host – a physical
computer.Hypervisor -an operating system that manages virtual machines.Node – a physical
computer or a virtual machine.Service--a coherent collection of functionality.Serverless
architecture—a computing model in which cloud providers maintain a pool of servers and you
provide a stand along function packaged as a container.Shared memory – memory shared by
multiple processes.State – Data in a computer system.Virtual machine—a software construct
that exposes the resources CPU, memory, disk, and network connection to loaded software
making it appear to the loaded software that it is a physical computer.2.2 Virtual MachinesA
Virtual Machine (VM) is a software construct that exposes the resources of CPU, memory, disk,
and network connection to loaded software making it appear to the loaded software that it is
executing on a physical computer. A VM runs under the control of a specialized operating
system called a hypervisor.Figure 2.1 shows several VMs residing in a physical computer. The



physical computer is called the “host computer” and the VMs are called “guest computers.”
Figure 2.1 also shows a hypervisor which is an operating system for the virtual machines. This
hypervisor runs directly on the host hardware and is often called a bare-metal or Type 1
hypervisor. The VMs that it hosts implement systems and services. Bare-metal hypervisors
typically run on a data center or cloud.Figure 2.1: Bare-Metal Hypervisor and VMsThere is
another type of hypervisor, called a hosted or Type 2 hypervisor, which is shown in Figure 2.2. In
this case, the hypervisor runs as a service on top of a host operating system, and the hypervisor
in turn hosts one or more VMs. Hosted hypervisors are typically used on desktop or laptop
computers. They allow users to run and test systems that are not compatible with the computer’s
host operating system (e.g., run Linux systems on a Windows computer). They are also used to
replicate a production environment on a development computer even if the operating system is
the same on both the development computer and the production environment.A hypervisor
requires that its guest VMs use the same instruction set as the underlying physical CPU–the
hypervisor does not translate or simulate instruction execution. For example, if you have a VM for
a mobile or embedded device that uses an ARM processor, you cannot run that virtual machine
on a hypervisor that uses an x86 processor. There is another technology, related to hypervisors,
for cross-processor execution, called an emulator. An emulator reads the binary code for the
target or guest processor and simulates execution of guest instructions on the host processor.
The emulator often also simulates guest I/O hardware devices. For example, the open source
QEMU emulator[1] can emulate a full PC system, including BIOS, x86 processor and memory,
floppy disk drive, sound card, and graphics card.Figure 2.2: Hosted HypervisorBoth hosted/Type
2 hypervisors and emulators allow a user to interact with the guest system through an on-screen
display, keyboard, and mouse/touchpad. Developers working on desktop systems or working on
specialized devices, such as mobile platforms or devices for the Internet of Things (IoT), may
use a hosted/Type 2 hypervisor and/or an emulator as part of their build/test/integrate toolchain.
We will not discuss emulators in this book and will be focused on VMs that use the same
instruction set as the host.A hypervisor performs two main functions: (1) managing the code
running in each VM, and (2) managing the VMs themselves. To elaborate,Code that
communicates outside the VM by accessing a virtualized disk or network interface is intercepted
by the hypervisor and executed by the hypervisor on behalf of the VM. This allows the hypervisor
to tag these external requests so that the response to these requests can be routed to the
correct VM.The response to an external request to an I/O device or the network is an
asynchronous interrupt. This interrupt is initially handled by the hypervisor. Since multiple VMs
are operating on a single physical host computer and each VM may have I/O requests
outstanding, the hypervisor must have a method for forwarding the interrupt to the correct VM.
This is the purpose of the tagging mentioned above.One additional type of instruction that is
neither a normal instruction nor an external request is a system call. In this case, code operating
in user mode inside the VM asks its internal operating system for a service and this, frequently,
involves changing the mode of the code being executed in the VM to kernel mode. Depending



on the hardware architecture, a system call may generate an interrupt. In this case the interrupt
is initially fielded by the hypervisor and forwarded to the appropriate VM, just as in the case of an
asynchronous interrupt from an I/O device or the network.VMs must be managed. For example,
they must be created and destroyed, among other things. Managing VMs is a function of the
hypervisor. The hypervisor does not decide on its own to create or destroy a VM. It acts on
instructions from a user or, more frequently, from a cloud infrastructure. We will explore how this
works in Chapter 4 The Cloud. The process of creating a VM involves loading a VM image, and
we discuss this in the next section.In addition to creating and destroying VMs, the hypervisor
monitors them. Health checks and resource usage are part of the monitoring. The hypervisor is
also in the defensive security perimeter of the VMs with respect to attacks.Finally, the hypervisor
is responsible for ensuring that a VM does not exceed its resource utilization limits. Each VM has
limits on CPU utilization, memory, and disk and network I/O bandwidth. Before starting a VM, the
hypervisor first ensures that there are sufficient physical resources available to satisfy that VM’s
needs, and then the hypervisor enforces those limits while the VM is running.A VM is booted just
as a bare metal host is booted. When the machine begins executing, it automatically reads a
special program called the boot loader (BIOS) from a disk drive,[2] either a disk drive internal to
the computer or a disk drive connected through a network. The boot loader reads the operating
system code from disk into memory, and then transfers execution to the operating system. In the
case of a physical computer, the connection to the disk drive is made during the power up
process. In the case of the VM, the connection to the disk drive is established by the hypervisor
when it starts the VM.From the perspective of the operating system and service software inside
a VM, it appears that the software is executing inside of a bare host. The VM provides a CPU,
memory, I/O devices, and a network connection. In Chapter 3 Networking, we will see that each
VM also has its own IP address. In fact, it is quite difficult for an operating system to detect
whether it is running in a VM or physical machine–for example, it can look for evidence in log
files, but the detection approaches are ad hoc and specific to each hypervisor.All these
concerns mean that the hypervisor is a complicated piece of software. One concern with virtual
machines is the overhead introduced by the sharing and isolation needed for virtualization. That
is, how much slower does a service run on a virtual machine, compared to running directly in a
bare physical host? This turns out to be a complicated question since it depends on the
characteristics of the service and on the virtualization technology used. For example, services
that perform more disk and network I/O incur more overhead than services that do not share
these host resources. Virtualization technology is improving all the time, but overheads of
around 10% have been reported by Microsoft on their Hyper-V hypervisor[3].2.3 VM ImagesJust
as a physical computer without software merely consumes power and generates heat, a virtual
machine without software is not very useful. A physical computer loads software by reading
directly from the BIOS, a built-in disk drive, an external disk drive, or a storage access network
(SAN).[4] The same is true for a VM, except that instead of direct hardware or network access it
accesses its potential sources of software through the hypervisor.We call the contents of the



disk drive that we boot a VM from an image. This image contains the bits that represent the
instructions and data that make up the software that we will run (i.e., operating system and
services). The bits are organized into files and directories according to the file system used by
your operating system. The image also contains the boot load program, stored in its pre-
determined location.There are several ways to create a new image. One common approach is to
find a node that is already running the software we want and make a snapshot copy of the bits in
that node’s memory.Another approach is to start from an existing image and add additional
software. There are repositories of machine images (usually containing open-source software)
providing a variety of minimal images with just OS kernels, other images that include complete
systems, and everything in between. These provide efficient starting points and support quickly
trying out a new package or program. However, there are some issues when pulling down and
running an image that you (or your organization) did not create: there are relatively minor issues,
such as inability to control the versions of the OS and software, and there are more significant
issues related to security. The image may have software that contains vulnerabilities or that is
not configured securely, or worse, the image may include malware. In Chapter 14 Secure
Development, we discuss security issues related to the download of software from the web.A
third approach, creating an image from scratch, is a bit more complicated. First consider
creating an image on a host–you may have done this yourself if you have a new laptop computer.
You start by obtaining install media for your chosen operating system. This is a bootable CD,
DVD, or USB memory stick that contains a program to create the image you want. You boot your
new node from the install media, and it formats the node disk drive, copies the operating system
onto the drive, and adds the boot loader in the pre-determined location. You remove the install
media, restart your machine, and it boots from your newly created image. You can then add
whatever services you want to the image, and maybe make a snapshot copy to use on other
nodes.You can follow a similar approach to create an image for a virtual machine. Here, start by
using a Type 2 or hosted hypervisor, so that you can interactively control the hypervisor and
have a GUI for the VM. You command the hypervisor to start a new VM with an empty virtual disk
drive and boot the VM from your install media. The installer program copies the operating
system files to the VM’s virtual disk drive. You may need to have the hypervisor add its
customized boot loader to your virtual disk (some hypervisors require a special boot loader). You
can then make a snapshot copy of the bits on your virtual disk and use that image to boot other
VMs using Type 1 or Type 2 hypervisors.This manual approach to creating a VM image is easy
to understand but requires a person to attend to each of the tasks. As we will see in Chapter 14
Secure Development, you must update your images frequently as patches become available for
your operating system and other software. To operate efficiently, you need to automate the
creation of new images. We will discuss this in Section 10.2 Infrastructure as Code.You might
have noticed that we did not mention installing services on the newly created image. While you
could easily install services when creating an image, this would lead to a unique image for every
version of every service. Aside from the storage cost, this proliferation of images becomes



difficult to keep track of and manage. It is customary to create images that contain only the
operating system and other essential programs, and then add services to these images after the
VM is booted, in a process called configuration.We summarize the process of creating and
loading a virtual machine image in Figure 2.3, which shows a disk file being generated from one
VM and subsequently loaded by the hypervisor into another VM.Figure 2.3: The Process of
Creating, Saving, and Loading an Image2.4 ContainersVMs solve the problem of sharing
resources and maintaining isolation that was posed in the 1960s. However, VM images can be
large, and transferring VM images around the network is time consuming. Suppose you have an
8 GB(yte) VM image. You wish to move this from one location on the network to another. In
theory, on a 1 Gb(it) per second network, this will take 64 seconds. However, in practice a 1
Gbps network operates at around 35% efficiency. Thus, transferring an 8 GB VM image will take
around 3 minutes. There are approaches that can reduce this transfer time, but the result is still
on the order of minutes. After the image is transferred, the VM must boot the operating system
and start your services, which takes still more time.Containers are a mechanism to maintain the
advantages of virtualization—isolation of its actions from other containers—while reducing
image transfer time and startup time. A container is an executable image that packages a
service and its dependent libraries. It runs under the control of a container engine. Container
engines use several Linux features to provide isolation. Linux control groups set resource
utilization limits, and Linux namespaces prevent a container from seeing other containers.Re-
examining Figure 2.2, we see that a VM executes on virtualized hardware under the control of
the hypervisor. In Figure 2.4, we see several containers operating under the control of a
container engine which, in turn, is running on top of a fixed operating system. By analogy with
VMs, containers run on a virtualized operating system. Just as all VMs on a physical host share
the same underlying physical hardware, all containers share the same operating system kernel
(and through the operating system, they share the same underlying physical hardware). The
operating system can be loaded either onto a bare-metal physical machine or a virtual
machine.This sharing of the operating system gives us one source of performance improvement
when transferring images. If the target machine has a container engine running on it, there is no
need to transfer the operating system as part of the container image. Since modern operating
systems are on the order of 1 GB(yte) in size, this saves a substantial amount of time.The
second source of performance improvement is the use of layers in container images. To
understand this, we describe how a container image is constructed. We illustrate the
construction of a container to run the LAMP stack, and we will build the image in layers. LAMP is
Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP. LAMP is a widely used stack for constructing web
systems.The process begins with creating a container image containing a Linux distribution.
We’ll choose Ubuntu for this example. This image can be downloaded from a library using the
container management system. Once you have created the Ubuntu container image and
identified it as an image, you execute it, i.e., make a container, and you use that container to
load Apache using features of Ubuntu. Now you exit the container and inform the container



management system that this is a second image. You execute this second image and load
MySQL. Again, you exit the container and give the image a name. Repeating this process one
more time and loading PHP, you end up with a container image holding the LAMP stack.
Because this image was created in steps and you told the container management system to
make each step an image, the final image is considered by the container management system
to be made up of layers.Now you move the LAMP stack container image to a different location
for production use. The initial move requires moving all the elements of the stack, so the time it
takes is the time to move the total stack. Suppose, however, you update PHP to a newer version
and move this revised stack into production. The container management system knows that only
PHP was revised and moves only the PHP layer of the image. This saves the movement of the
rest of the stack. Since changing a software component within an image happens much more
frequently than initial image creation, placing a new version of the container into production
becomes a much faster process than it would be using a VM. Whereas loading a VM takes on
the order of minutes, loading a new version of a container takes on the order of microseconds or
milliseconds.A container image is self-contained. That is, when you load software into a
container, dependent functions are also loaded. These dependent functions may have
vulnerabilities. Scanning tools can examine the dependencies within a container and compare
the sources to known vulnerabilities. Tools such as Docker Bench, Clair, and Anchore are open
source and freely available.Figure 2.4: Containers on Top of a Container Runtime Engine on Top
of an Operating System on Top of a Hypervisor (or Bare Metal)There is one more wrinkle to this
example using PhP. Since PhP is an interpreted language (see Section 8.2 for a discussion of
the distinction between compiled and interpreted languages), suppose your cloud provider had
a LAMP stack pool. All that is needed to make an executable is a file containing a PhP program
that can be used as input. Pointing an instance of the LAMP stack pool to the file containing a
new version of your PhP will put the new version into execution within microseconds.You can
script the creation of a container image through a file. This file is specific to the tool you are using
to create the container image. Such a file allows you to specify what pieces of software are to be
loaded into the container and saved as an image. Using version control on the specification file
ensures that each member of your team can create an identical container image and modify the
specification file as needed. We discuss these practices in more detail in Section 10.2
Infrastructure as Code.Containers interact with a container runtime. There are several container
runtime providers, most notably Docker, Kubernetes, and Mesos. Each of these packages
provides capabilities to create container images and to allocate and execute container
instances. The interface between the container runtime and the container has been
standardized by the Open Container Initiative, allowing a container created by one vendor’s
package, say Docker, to be executed on a container runtime provided by another vendor, say
Kubernetes.This means that you can develop a container on your development computer and
deploy it to a production computer and have it execute. The resources available, of course, will
be different and so deployment is still not trivial. If you specify all the resource specifications as



configuration parameters, the movement of your container into production is simplified. We
return to the topic of configuration parameters in Chapter 10 Basic DevOps Tools.Sidebar:
Container ImagesThe terminology distinction between a VM and a VM image carries over to
containers. That is, a container image is a set of bits that when executed becomes a
container.However, this terminology is not always followed in practice. The term container is
frequently used to refer to either a container image or a container, depending on context. For
example, in Error! Reference source not found. we will discuss container repositories. In fact, a
container repository is actually a repository for container images. Understanding the distinction
between containers and container images is important when you use containers but maintaining
this distinction when discussing or writing about containers is cumbersome.2.5 Containers and
VMsAs we noted earlier, a VM virtualizes the physical hardware–CPU, storage, and network I/O.
The software that you run on the VM includes an entire operating system, and you can run
almost any operating system in a VM. You can also run almost any program in a VM (unless it
must interact directly with the physical hardware). This is important when working with legacy or
purchased software. Having the entire operating system also allows you to run multiple services
in the same VM, which is desirable when the services are tightly coupled or share large data
sets, or if you want to take advantage of the efficient interservice communication and
coordination that are available when the services run within the context of the same operating
system. The hypervisor ensures that the operating system starts, monitors its execution, and
restarts the operating system if it crashes. Containers are monitored, started and stopped by the
run time engine.In addition, there is a distinction between VMs and containers in how they can
be connected to a network. We discuss this in Section 3.6 Bridged and NAT networks2.6
Container RegistriesA container image is created by choosing a suitable base image, for
example an image that has the runtime and core libraries for the programming language that you
are using, and then adding your service-specific code and dependent packages. The base
images are stored in a container registry. When you use the container runtime to build the full
container image for your service, that image is stored locally on your development machine.
Typically, you will then place that image back into a registry so that it can be accessed from other
machines for test, integration, and deployment to production. This is the same model used in
version control systems where modifications are stored and tested locally until you are ready to
commit them to the version control system.Container registries also have an interface that is
similar to the interface of software version control systems such as Git. We discuss version
control systems in Chapter 10 Basic DevOps Tools. You retrieve a container image through a
“pull” command and you store a container image through a “push” command. Furthermore, the
images can be tagged with a version identifier, which allows you to retrieve the latest version of
an image or a specific previous version. This provides the same benefits as controlling versions
of source code. You can easily roll back to a previous image, and you can differentiate images
being used to fix bugs in production from images being used to develop new features.Like a
source code repository, a container registry can be public, for example Docker Hub, or private to



your organization. Public registries provide access to a broad collection of base images. Since
the format of the images is standardized, you do not need to be concerned about which tool was
used to create the image. You do need to be concerned that you are not introducing malware
into your system. Some organizations ensure that entries into their private repositories have
been scanned for security vulnerabilities.Private registries can be hosted by a cloud service
provider (for example, Ebook Tops Elastic Container Registry), or maintained as an
infrastructure service within your organization’s network. Private registriesallow your organization
to control which base images are used within the organization. Esch asonly containers with no
known vulnerabilities are entered into the repositories.Only authorized personnel can push or
pull entries. Private registries also standardize the operational environment and allow your
organization to protect the intellectual property in its completed service container images.2.7
Serverless ArchitectureWe saw an example with PhP where the cloud provider maintained a
pool of PhP servers and you needed only to provide a PhP program go begin execution.
Serverless architecture generalizes this to be any executable container. Suppose, for example,
you wish to send a welcome message when a new user signs up. You can package this
welcome message as a function in a container. It only needs to know the details of the new user
sufficient for a welcome message, e.g. first name and email address. You now tell the cloud
provider about this container. When a new user arrives, a message is sent to the welcome
message container. This triggers the cloud provider to activate the container and send the
message to it.Since load times a container are very short, taking just milliseconds, the time to
allocate, load, and start the container can be very fast—on the order of microseconds. Since
placing the container into execution is fast, it is not necessary to leave the container running. You
can afford to reallocate a new container instance for every request. When your service
completes processing of a request, instead of looping back to take another request, it exits, and
the container stops running and is deallocated.Serverless architectures do, In fact, have servers,
which host container runtimes. The servers and container runtimes are a portion of the cloud
infrastructure. You, as a developer, are not responsible for allocating or deallocating them. The
cloud service provider features that support allocation and invocation are called function-as-a-
service (FaaS).A consequence of the dynamic allocation and deallocation in response to
individual requests is that these short-lived containers cannot maintain any state. That is, the
containers must be stateless. Any state used for coordination must be stored in an infrastructure
service delivered by the cloud provider.Cloud providers impose some practical limitations on
FaaS features. One limitation is that the “cold-start” time, when your container is allocated and
loaded the first time, can be several seconds. Subsequent requests are handled nearly
instantaneously, as your container image is cached on a node. Finally, the execution time for a
request is limited–your service must process the request and exit within the provider’s time limit
or it will be terminated. Cloud providers do this for economic reasons, so that they can tailor the
pricing of FaaS compared to other ways of running containers, and to ensure that no FaaS user
consumes too much of the resource pool. Some designers of serverless systems devote



considerable energy to working around or defeating these limitations; for example, pre-starting
services to avoid cold-start latency, making dummy requests to keep services in cache, and
forking or chaining requests from one service to another to extend the effective execution
time.2.8 SummaryHardware virtualization allows the creation of several virtual machines sharing
the same host. It does this while enforcing isolation of CPU, memory, disk storage, and network.
This allows the resources of the physical machine to be shared among several VMs and reduces
the number of physical machines that an organization must purchase or rent.A virtual machine
image is the set of bits that are loaded into a VM to enable its execution. Virtual machine images
are created by various techniques for provisioning including using operating system functions or
loading a pre-created image.Containers are virtualized operating systems and provide
performance advantages over VMs. Containers constructed in terms of layers are faster to
deploy when a component changes.Serverless architectures are stand-alone container runtimes
that can load and execute a container in microseconds.2.9 ExercisesCreate a virtual manager
on your laptop. This can be done by downloading VirtualBox or using the facilities of your
operating system.Create a virtual machine running Ubuntu.Load LAMP into your virtual machine
using apt-get. What are the errors that you made?Create a Docker container image with the
LAMP stack in four layers. Test the image by executing a simple PHP program.2.10 Discussion
QuestionsWhere do you find the Ubuntu distribution? What are the steps that take a Linux
kernel distribution and creates an Ubuntu distribution? Who provides the funding for the creation
of the Ubuntu distribution?Enumerate different package managers used by the different
distributions of Linux. What are the differences between them?Two VMs hosted on the same
physical device are isolated, but it is still possible for one VM to affect the other VM. How can
this happen?We’ve focused on isolation among VMs that are running at the same time on a
hypervisor. VMs shut down and stop executing, and new VMs start up. What does a hypervisor
do to maintain isolation, or prevent leakage, between virtual machines running at different
times? Hints: memory, disk, virtual MAC.How does the container management system know that
only one layer has been changed so that it needs to transport only one layer?Can a WM image
created on AWS be executed on the Google Cloud?How does the cloud provider know that a
container image is intended to be serverless?
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